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• Italy: Competition Authority launches Initiative to fight Bid-Rigging
In Italy, contracting entities/authorities (i.e. bodies governed by public law) which award contracts under 
the public procurement rules are relatively numerous and the value of such contracts accounts for about 
10% of the national product. Fighting bid-rigging in public procurement is therefore one of the main 
priorities of the Italian Competition Authority (ICA). 

In October 2013, the ICA launched an initiative to assist contracting entities/authorities in identifying (and 
reporting to the ICA for information) behavioral anomalies which might indicate bid-rigging. In particular, 
the ICA issued for the attention of all contracting entities/authorities a handbook (so-called ‘Vademecum’), 
based on the OECD Guidelines for fighting bid-rigging in public procurement of February 2009, including 
tips and hints for identifying and deciphering signals of potential bid-rigging. 

The ICA suggests the economic context should first be considered, as signs of collusion are typically more 
frequently found where the affected markets present certain characteristics, such as: a limited number of 
competitors or competitors characterized by similar size and efficiency; homogeneous products; repetitive 
bidding by the same companies; and contracts subdivided into several lots of similar economic value.

Within this framework, indicators of possible bid-rigging include: (i) the boycott of the tender by 
competitors; (ii) cover-pricing (such as bids made for the sake of appearance by companies which did not 
win the tender, e.g. bids which are too high to be accepted or bids containing specific conditions which 
are known to be unacceptable to the contracting authority); (iii) subcontracting or the use of groups of 
economic operators, including temporary associations for market-sharing purposes; (iv) rotation of bids 
i.e. firms continue to bid but take turns as to who can be the “winning” bidder (v) ‘suspicious’ elements? 
in the documentation used for participation in the tender (e.g. common misprints, same handwriting, 
reference to questions of other bidders, similar estimates or calculation errors, delivery simultaneously or 
by same subject, etc.).

This initiative follows up on a cooperation agreement that the ICA concluded on 25 September 2012 with 
the Authority for Supervision of Public Procurement Contracts (AVC), which has the statutory function of 
supervising the design of procurement contracts and collects from contracting entities/authorities a vast 
array of data pertaining to tenders.

Already in July 2012, the ICA had also launched a ‘pilot’ project on screening tests to detect collusive 
behaviour in public procurement tenders, which rely on data and information collected by the AVC from 
the contracting entities/authorities. The aim is to assess the utility and the performance of some statistical 
tests in detecting bid-rigging.

See further information  (in Italian)
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